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Cogroups in algebras over an operad are free algebras

Benoit Fresse

Abstract. Let V be an operad defined over a field of characteristic zero Let R be a cogroup in
the category of complete P-algebras In this article, we show that R is necessarily the completion
of a free P-algebra We also handle the case of cogroups in connected graded algebras over an
operad, and the case of groups in connected graded coalgebras over an operad
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Introduction

Fix a ground field of characteristic 0 If H is a complete commutative Hopf
algebra, then it is known that H is necessarily a symmetric algebra (and thus, H
is a free commutative algebra) Dually, if H is a connected cocommutative Hopf
algebra, then by the Milnor-Moore theorem, H is the enveloping algebra of some
Lie algebra L, and by the Pomcaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, as a coalgebra, H is

isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S(L) Finally, H is a cofree cocommutative
coalgebra

The purpose of this article is to extend these assertions to other kinds of
algebras (or coalgebras) More precisely, we consider algebras over a fixed unttal
operad V (see 1 1 5, 1 1 6), such as commutative algebras for V Com, Lie algebras

for V Lie, associative algebras for V As, etc The category of complete
P-algebras (cf 1 1 11) is equipped with a coproduct denoted by V A cogroup
object m this category is a complete P-algebra R together with a "coproduct"
7 R —> I? V R, and an "antipode" i R —> R, which satisfy the usual identities

(cf definition 12 1) As an example, m the case of commutative algebras, V

is given by the tensor product, and a cogroup object is a complete commutative
Hopf algebra We prove the following theorem

0.1. Theorem Fix a ground field of characteristic 0 Let V be a unital operad

If R is a complete V-algebra equipped, with a cogroup structure, then R is the
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completion of a free 'P-algebra.

This theorem has a graded version. Since a connected graded P-algebra turns
out to be a complete graded P-algebra, we obtain in particular:

0.2. Theorem. Fix a ground field of characteristic 0. Let V be a unital operad.

If R is a connected graded V-algebra equipped with a cogroup structure, then R is
a free graded P-algebra.

With an additional finiteness assumption, it is possible to prove the dual
statement:

0.3. Theorem. Fix a ground field of characteristic 0. Let V be a unital operad.
Assume that each k-module V(n) is finite dimensional. If C is a connected graded
V-coalgebra equipped with a group structure, then C is a cofree graded V-coalgebra.

Here are some classical instances of theorems 0.1 and 0.2.

Let V Com be the operad of commutative algebras (without unit). As
mentioned above, a cogroup in the category of complete commutative algebras is

nothing but a complete commutative Hopf algebra, and is also known as a formal
group. Dually, a group in the category of connected cocommutative coalgebras is

nothing but a connected cocommutative Hopf algebra. In this case, theorem 0.1
is due to Cartier (cf. [2]), and, as explained in the beginning of this introduction,
theorem 0.3 follows from the Milnor-Moore theorem and the Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt theorem.

The case V As, the operad of associative algebras (without unit) is handled
by I. Berstein in [1].

In the case V Lie, the theorems above do not seem to be stated explicitly in
the littérature. Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 give the following statement

0.4. Theorem. Assume the ground field k to be of characteristic zero. If L is
a pronilpotent Lie algebra (resp. a connected, graded, Lie algebra) equipped, with
a cogroup structure, then L is the completion of a free Lie algebra (resp. a free
graded, Lie algebra).

The case V Ceib', the operad of Leibniz dual algebras is handled by J.M.
Oudom in [19]. In fact, theorem 0.2 answers a question asked in [19].

In the first section of this paper, we provide a brief summary of the algebraic
operad theory, and we introduce the notion of a cogroup.
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In the second section, we introduce a symmetric monoidal category, whose

objects are called right T*-modules We call cocommutative T*-linear coalgehra a
cocommutative coalgebra in this monoidal category One should not confuse the
notion of a P-lmear coalgebra with the notion of a P-coalgebra Classically, linear
duality over a ring makes algebras and coalgebras dual to each other (see [25])
We define a similar duality between P-algebras and P-lmear coalgebras

The third section of the paper is devoted to the proof of theorem 0 1 In
summary, we apply the duality between P-algebras and P-lmear coalgebras to
reduce the statement of the theorem to the classical one In fact, the duality
between P-algebras and P-lmear coalgebras converts a cogroup object into a group
object Furthermore, as for classical coalgebras, a group in the T7-linear coalgebras
is nothing but a V-hnear Hopf algebra (a Hopf algebra in the monoidal category
of right P-modules) Now, algebras, coalgebras, or Hopf algebras in a monoidal
category behave like the classical algebras, coalgebras or Hopf algebras

The fourth section is concerned with theorem 0 3 By linear duality over the
ground field, a P-coalgebra is dual to a pseudocompact V-algebra In the case,
V Com, this duality is known as the Cartier duality This duality enables us

to obtain theorem 0 3 as a consequence of the pseudocompact variant of theorem
0 1

In section 5, we show how theorems 0 2 and 0 3 apply in the examples mentioned
above

In the appendix, we show that the theory of Hopf algebras in the category of
graded Q-modules can be extended to any graded, Q-linear symmetric monoidal
category

0.5. Notation and conventions.
Throughout this paper we work over a fixed field k

We denote the symmetric group by Sn The letter t denotes the transposition
(1 2) G S% Let a G Sr If i\ + + ir n, then a{i\, ,ir) is the block
permutation of Sn, defined by the formula

o-(n, ,*r)(V(l) + +V(fc-1) +0 =H+ +V(fc)-1+/'
for / 1, V(fc) and k 1, ,r

For the tranposition t (1 2) introduced above, we have

l) =1, 1 1, ,i

In the sequel, many fc-modules are endowed with a natural S^-action We
denote this action by a v, where a belongs to Sn and v belongs to an SVi-rnodule
V Here is the mam example where this convention is applied Let V be an St-
module and W be an 5,-module Consider the induced module Indo" c V <g> W
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Let v G V, w G W. By an abuse of notation, we denote by v <g w the element
1 <g v <g w G A^SVi] fgfcrs'jxS' ]

V^ <g VF Ind^nxS, V^ <g> VF. Thus, if a G 5n, then

a • w <g w denotes the action of a on w <g w in Indc" c V^ <g VF, hence, the tensor

a (g v (g w G Ind^,nxS, V^ (g VF. Some modules are equipped with extra ^-actions,
which should not be confused with the natural action of the symmetric group (cf.
1.1.4).

51. Preliminaries

1.1. Operads and algebras

This section provides a survival kit on operads and their algebras. A more complete
exposition of the theory of operads may be found in [5], [6], [8], [12], [15], or [18].

1.1.1. Definition. An S-module V is a sequence of SVi-rnodules V(n), n G N. The
S-modules form a graded abelian category (cf. A.I): if we consider the ^-module
V{n) as an S-module concentrated in degree n, then, in the category of S-modules,
we have the decomposition formula

V ®n>0V(n).

We may call V(n) the degree n component of V. As for graded modules, the
notation v G V{n) may be abbreviated to v G V. The integer n is called the
degree of v and we denote \v\ n.

1.1.2. The functor associated to an S-module
An S-module V gives rise to a functor T(V, — on the category of fc-modules. This
functor is defined by the formula

n=0

Moreover, this construction provides an embedding from the category of S-modules
to the category of functors on fc-modules. The composite of T(V, — and T(W, —

is again given by an S-module (cf. [8]). More precisely, there exists a bifunctor
(called the composition product of S-modules)

o : S-ModxS-Mod —> S-Mod,

such that
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T{VoW,-)=T{V,T{W,-)) (111)

We give an explicit formula for the composition product of S-modules m 1 1 4

1.1.3. The tensor product of S-modules
There also exists a bifunctor (called the tensor product of S-modules)

(g) S-ModxS-Mod —> S-Mod,

such that

T(V®W,X) T(V,X)®T(W,X) (112)

In fact, it is easy to see that the S-module

(V <g> W)(n) 0 IndJxSj V(i) <g> W(j) (1 1 3)

verifies the identity above The tensor product of S-modules is umtal, associative
and commutative, because the tensor product of functors is Hence, the category
of S-modules is equipped with the structure of a symmetric monoidal category
Moreover, in some sense, the formula (1 1 3) above shows that the tensor product
of S-modules preserves the "total degree" To conclude, the S-modules form a

graded k-hnear symmetric monoidal category (see A 1)

The unit of the tensor product of S-modules is the S-module 1, which is
concentrated in degree 0 and has 1(0) k It is easy to check directly on the formula
(113) above that the tensor product of S-modules is associative clearly, the
n-fold tensor product may be written

(Vi<8> ®Vr){n)=
»1+ +ir=n

As explained in 0 5, the formula a v<S)w, where a G Sn, v G V(i), and w G W(j)
denotes a tensor in IndsnxS V(i) <g> W(j) The symmetry operator t* V <g>

W —> W (g) V is given by

t#(<7 v <g)w) ctt(i,j) w <S> v

Recall that t denotes the transposition (1 2) G S<2 and t{i,j) is the associated
block transposition of S^+j (cf convention 0 5)
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1.1.4. The tensor power of an S-module and the composition product
Let W be an S-module Since the tensor product of S-modules is symmetric, any
s £ Sr gives rise to a morphisin of S-modules

Explicitly, if w\ G W{i\), «v eW(ir), then

s*(<7 w\ <g> <8> wr) a s(ii, ,îr) iJJs(i) <Si l^>ws(r)

We have clearly (st)* t*s* and it is natural to denote s* (s"1)* Thus, the
tensor power W®r is endowed with an ^-action which is compatible with the
S-module structure Let us mention that one should not confuse this ^-action
with the S-module structure of W®r

One may show that the S-module

} (114)
r=0 Sr

verifies the identity (111)

1.1.5. Operads
An operad is an S-module V, whose associated functor T(V, —) is equipped with
a monad structure (cf [14]) An algebra over the monad T(V, —) is called a

V-algebra

Of course, the monad product \i T{V,T{V, —)) —> T{V, —) is equivalent to
an S-module morphism \i V o V —> V Furthermore, an operad structure may
be specified by products

satisfying some natural conditions (cf [18]) This follows from the formula (1 1 4)
above The image of /x <g> v\ <g> (g) vr under this map is usually denoted by

In the same way, a P-algebra structure on a fc-module R is equivalent to a

sequence of S^-equivariant products

V{n) <g) R®n —> R,

which are associative with respect to the operad product Let \i G V{n),r\, rn G

R The image of /x <8) r\ (g) (g) rn under the product above is usually denoted
by |J'{r\^ ,rn) As for any monad, if y is a A;-module, then T(V,V) is the free
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V-algehra generated by V.

1.1.6. Assumption. In the sequel, any operad V is assumed to be unital (explicitly,

P(0) =0andP(l) k).

1.1.7. Examples. As mentioned in the introduction, there are operads Com, As,
Lie, whose algebras are respectively, the commutative algebras (without unit),
the associative algebras (without unit), and the Lie algebras. We just recall the
expansion of the associated free algebra functors. The free commutative algebra
is the symmetric algebra

The free associative algebra is the tensor algebra

In characteristic zero, the free Lie algebra is the primitive part of the tensor algebra
equipped with the "shuffle" coproduct

T(£ie,V) PnmT(V).

It can also be described as

where ejj is an idempotent of k[Sn] known as the first Eulenan idempotent (cf.
[22]).

1.1.8. Ideals. An ideal of a P-algebra R is a submodule of R, say /, such that

/x(ri,.. ,rn_\,x) G /, V/x € V(n), Vri,. ,rra_i G R, Vx G /.

Clearly, the P-algebra product T{V,R) —> R induces a P-algebra product on
the quotient R/I.

Let us denote by R^ the image of (Bt>nV(i) ®sz R®% under the P-algebra
product. Of course, R^1' is an ideal of R, called the n-th power of the augmentation
ideal of R.

In the case V Com, As, we recover the classical notion of a (two-sided) ideal.
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In the case V Lie, we recover the notion of a Lie ideal. Moreover, if L is a Lie
algebra, then L^n\ n G N, is the lower central series of L.

A pair of parallel P-algebra morphisms do,d\ : A —> B is reflexive, when
there exists a linear map so : B —> A, such that do so d\so B. The
coequalizer of a reflexive pair is known as a reflexive coequalizer.

1.1.9. Lemma. The forgetful functor from the V-algebras to the k-modules creates
the reflexive coequalizers.

Proof. Let do, d\, so be as above. We show that the image of do — d\ is an ideal of
B. As a consequence, the P-algebra product T{V,A) —> A induces a P-algebra
product on the difference cokernel coker(do — d\), and this proves the lemma.

Let 6i,... ,èra_i G B, a G A, \i G V{n). We have

i-i, a)

The category of P-algebras is complete and cocomplete (see [5]). In particular,
it possesses a coproduct which is denoted by R V S. The next lemma provides a
tractable realization of R\/S. Moreover, its demonstration gives also an alternative
proof of the existence of R V S. Let X be a P-algebra. We denote the P-algebra
product by Xx : T(V,X) —> X.

1.1.10. Lemma. Let R, S be V-algebras. Let do T(V,XR® Xs)- Let d\ be the

composite

T{V,T{V,R)®T{V,S)) --> T{V,T{V,R® S))^T(P,fi® S),

where Hr^s denotes the monad product. We have i? V S coker(do — d\). Moreover,

the V-algebra product T{V,T{V,R® S)) —> T{V,R® S) induces a V-
algebra product on the quotient coker(do —d\), which coincides with the V-algebra
product of R\/ S.

Proof. Let so T(V,r]ji © f]s), where rjx '¦ X —> T{V,X) denotes the monad
unit. We have doso d\so 1. By the previous lemma, the P-algebra product
T(V,T(V,R®S)) —> T(V,R 0 5) induces a P-algebra product on the difference
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cokernel

T(P,coker(iio — <^i)) —*¦ coker(do — d\).

Hence, coker(do — d\) is a P-algebra and the A;-linear coequalizer
do

T{V,T{V,R) 0 T{V,S)) =J T{V,R®S) —> coker(d0 - di),
di

is in fact a P-algebra coequalizer.
Let X be a P-algebra. A pair of fc-linear maps (R—>X,S—>X) induces a

P-algebra morphism T(V,R(& S) —> X. It is not hard to see that this arrow
factors through the coequalizer if and only if u and v are P-algebra morphisms.
As a consequence, i? V S coker(do — d\). D

1.1.11. Complete algebras. A P-algebra is said to be nilpotent if the product
V{n) (g) R®™ —> R vanishes for n large. A complete (or promlpotent) V-algebra is

a P-algebra R together with a sequence of ideals In, n > 1, such that the P-algebra
R/In is nilpotent and R limR/In- Notice that the hypothesis R/In nilpotent
implies that the topology defined by the n-th powers of the augmentation ideal
Rv1' is equivalent to the topology defined by the /ra's. As a consequence, any
P-algebra morphism is continuous. In the cases V Com, As, Lie, we recover
the classical notions of a (pro) nilpotent commutative algebra, of a (pro) nilpotent
associative algebra, and of a (pro) nilpotent Lie algebra.

We denote by V(V) the free complete P-algebra generated by a fc-module V.

Explicitly, V{V) is the completion of the free P-algebra generated by V with
respect to the powers of the augmentation ideal In := (Bt>nV(i) <S)sz V®1. Thus,
we have

In the sequel, we denote an homogeneous element oîV(V) by j-i(v\,... vn) instead
of n <g> v\ <g> • • • <g> vn.

We denote by V{x\,... ,xn) the free complete P-algebra generated by n-
variables x\,... ,xn. By définition, we have V{x\,... ,xn) V{V), where V
Span(xi,... xn). An element oiV{x\,... xn) is also known as a V-power series.

If V is the commutative operad Com, then Com{x\,... ,xn) is the classical power
series algebra (or more exactly its augmentation ideal). If V is the associative
operad As, then As{x\,... xn) is the algebra of power series in n non-commutative
variables. A power series over the Lie operad is a formal sum of Lie polynomials.

The category of complete P-algebras is equipped with a coproduct. Let R
YimR/In, S limS/Jn be complete P-algebras. The coproduct of R and S is the
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P-algebra lim I? V S/(In V S + RV Jn) (in fact, this algebra is the completion of
RV S with respect to the sequence of ideals InV S + RV Jn). In the sequel, if R
and S are supposed to be complete, then the notation RV S denotes the completed
coproduct. We denote by V : R V R —> R the folding map, whose restriction to
each summand of the coproduct is the identity.

The null space is a zero object in the category of complete P-algebras. We
denote by 0 the zero arrow.

A general notion of a power series, which contains the case of P-power series,
was first given by Lazard in [10], within the language of analyzers. In fact, the

sequence of P-algebras V{x\,... ,xn) form an analyzer. The interest in formal
geometry over an operad starts with Kontsevich's paper [9]. The notion of a

P-power series was introduced in [6].

1.1.12. Complete graded algebras. The general theory of operads can be handled

in any symmetric monoidal category equipped with limits and colimits,
allowing one to define graded or supergraded operads. For simplicity, we work with
fc-modules. Netherveless, it is straightforward to rewrite this paper in the graded
context. In particular, theorem 0.1 remains valid for complete graded P-algebras.

Let us explain why a connected graded P-algebra R turns out to be a complete
graded P-algebra. Recall that a graded object V is called connected when V^ 0

for d < 0. Equip the graded P-algebra R with the topology defined by the sequence
of homogeneous ideals I^n>, whose degree d component is given by

Jn) _ 0, if d < n,
d R(l, otherwise.

Since R is connected, the P-algebra R/I^n> is nilpotent. Moreover, R^ Rd/I^p
for n large. Thus, we have R lim R/I^n>, where lim denotes the limit in the
category of graded n-modules. Hence, R is a complete graded P-algebra. Therefore,
theorem 0.2 is a particular instance of theorem 0.1.

1.2. Cogroups in algebras over an operad

1.2.1. Definition. A cogroup in the category of complete P-algebras is a complete
P-algebra R together with a "coproduct" 7 : R —> RV R, and an "antipode"
i : R —> R which verify the following classical identities:

7Vß-7 ÄV7-7, (1-2-1)

ßV0-7 0Vß-7 ß, (1-2-2)

V-ßVi-7 V-tVfi-7 0. (1.2.3)
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Actually, we do not need to require the existence of the antipode i in the
definition, because the next lemma ensures that the antipode always exists.

1.2.2. Lemma. Let R be a V-algebra equipped, with a coproduct 7 : R —> I? V R
satisfying equations (1.2.1) and (1.2.2). There exists a unique map i : R —> R
which is a solution to the equation (1.2.3).

Proof.
f We construct the map 1 by a step by step approximation process. As pointed

out before (cf. 1.1.11 we can assume that the topology on R is given by the powers
of the augmentation ideal. Assume that we have built a sequence of coherent maps
tn : R —> R/R(n> such that the composite

# ^LW (1.2.4)

is the zero morphism. The word coherent means that tn_|_i Ln(modR^n>).

By completeness, there exists a map t such that t ira(mod R^n> Moreover,
i is a solution to the equation V • i? V t • 7 0. In the same way, we can construct
a map 1! such that V • if V R ¦ 7 R. Let us denote by V3 the map defined by

In the same way, we denote by 73 the 3-fold coproduct of R. We have

1 V • 0 V 1 ¦ 7 V3 • 1 V R V 1 ¦ 73 V • 1 V 0 • 7 1

Hence, 1 is a two sided inverse. The same argument proves the uniqueness of 1.

2) We construct the maps in by induction on n. First, we decompose the
coproduct of two P-algebras into a quadratic part and a linear part. Let R, S be

P-algebras. Let us denote by i,j the canonical morphisms

There are also canonical projections

where p is characterized by pi R, pj 0, and q by qi 0, qj S. Thus, the
fc-linear map i + j : R (& S —> R V S is a continuous section of the morphism
(p,q) : i? V S —> R (B S. (Warning: i + j is not a P-algebra morphism). Thus,
we have a natural exact sequence

(p.«)
0 —> (R,S) —> RV S—>R®S —> 0,
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which possesses a continuous linear splitting The kernel of (p,q), denoted by
(R, S) is known as the cross effect of the coproduct

In the same way, we define T(V, R, S), the cross effect of the functor T(V, —),

as the kernel of the canonical projection T(V,R®S) —> T(V,R)®T(V,S) This
projection has a section given by the canonical inclusions We have a morphism
of split exact sequences given by the diagram

T{V,R,S)

(R,S)

In this diagram, the right vertical arrow is induced by the P-algebra product of R
and S The middle vertical arrow is the canonical map T(V, R(& S) —> i? V S
One sees immediately that the right square of the diagram commutes It is also

easy to check that the splittings are compatible As a consequence, the image of
the left vertical arrow is dense into (R, S)

The restriction of the folding map to the cross effect

T(V,

R

R®

1

V5

S) -

—y

R)

R

®T(V,

1

®S

S) --> 0

-> 0

vanishes over the image of T(V, R, fl(ra)/fl(ra+1)) in {R, R/R<<a+1)) Therefore, this
restriction factors through the canonical projection (R,R/R^n^>) —> (R,R/R^n>)
We denote this factorisation by V

3) Let us show the uniqueness of tn_|_i Let Qn, resp Qn+1, be the
projection of in, resp i-n+l, onto the summand (R,R/R(n)), resp (R, R/R^n^>)
By naturality of this projection, the composite of Qn+\ with the canonical map
(ß,ß/ß(ra+1)) —> (R,R/R(nï) is equal to Qn Thus, we have VQra+i VQn
Equation (12 2) implies that the projection of 7 onto the summand R © R of
R V R/R(n+V is equal to (R, in+1)

Finally, equation (12 4) is equivalent to

r) O, Vrefi (12 5)

This equation proves the uniqueness of tn_|_i
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It remains to show the existence of in+l- More precisely, we show that the

map in+i defined by equation (f .2.5) is a P-algebra morphism. Let \i G V{i). For

simplicity, we assume i 2. By définition of Qn, we have in R V R/'Ry1'

MO" + hi(r) + Qn(r),s + in{s) + Qn(s)) v{R V in ¦ -y(r),R V in ¦ 7(s))
RV in ¦ 7(Mr; s)) Mr; s) + ^n(fJ-(r, s)) + <3n(/x(r, s)).

Since in is a P-algebra morphism, we obtain the equation in (R,R/R^n')

Qn(fj,(r, s)) n(inr, s) + fj,(r, ins) + ^(r+inr, Qns) + fJ.(Qnr,s + ins) + iJ,(Qnr, Qns).

Using this equation, we obtain

0 /x(r + in+\r + VQn(r), s + in+\s + VQn(s))

r, in+\s) + /x(r, s) + VQn(n(r, s)).

By uniqueness, this implies in_|_i(/x(r, s)) j-i(in+ir, in+ls)- Thus, we are done.
D

1.2.3. Formal group laws
Assume that R is the free P-algebra V{x\,... ,xn). In this case, the coproduct
7 : R —> R V R is equivalent to a V-formal group law. A P-formal group law is

an n-tuple of P-power series

Gi(x,y),. ,Gn(x,y) G V{x\,... ,xn,yi,... ,yn)

which verify the identities

Gî(z,0) Gî(0,x) 0,

(It is not hard to extend the composition of commutative power series to power
series over an operad.) In fact, we have RVR V{x\,... xn, y\,... yn), and the
equivalence between the structures follows from the définition of the free complete
P-algebra. If V is the commutative operad, then we recover the classical notion
of a formal group law.

The generalization of the notion of a formal group law to algebra structures,
which are different from the commutative one, was first given by Lazard in the
language of analyzers (cf. [10]). In this context, Lazard establishes a kind of Lie
theory. Lazard theory was translated to the context of algebras over an operad by
V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov (cf. [6]). A more conceptual approach to Lazard
Lie theory avoiding power series calculations is given in [4].
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As in the case of commutative algebras, the Campbell-Hausdorff power series

give rise to cogroups in the category of P-algebras (see [9, p 186])

§2. On TMinear coalgebras and P-algebras

2.1. Definition Let (T, \i TT -^>T,r) 1 ->¦ T) be a monad A right T-junctor is
a functor M Mod^, —> Mod^, equipped with a right T action, which is a natural
transformation px MT{X) —> M(X) such that

PX M(vx) PX Pt(X)i
PX M(VX)=X

A right V-module is an S-module V, whose associated functor T{V,V) is

equipped with the structure of a right T(V, — )-functor As for operad, a right
P-module structure is given by an S-module morphism V o V —> V, which is
associative and umtal with respect to the operad product Furthermore, the right
P-action is equivalent to a sequence of products

V{n) (g) V{l\) <8> ®V{ln) y V(n+ +l-n),

which satisfy the May axioms, except that we put V in the first position instead
of V We denote by v{\i\1 jjn) the action of \i\ <g> <g> \in on v G V{n)

A morphism in the category of right V-modules, say </>, is also called a V-linear
map This means that </> is linear with respect to the action of the operad V
Explicitly, we have

We denote by Mod-p the category of right P-modules
Right V-modules are also considered by M Markl in [15], [16], [17] There is

also a notion of a left P-module and of a P-bimodule (cf [15, Definition 1 3]) The
reference [16] provides nice geometrical examples of right modules over an operad

2.2. The tensor product of right P-modules
Recall that the tensor product of two S-modules V and W is defined by the formula

(V(g)W)(n)
p+q=n
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and is characterized by the equation

T(V <g> W, X) T(V, X) <g> T(W, X).

We show that the tensor product of right P-modules V and W is endowed with
a canonical right P-action. Hence, as for S-modules, the right P-modules form
a graded fc-linear symmetric monoidal category. Let V, W be right P-modules.
Equivalently, T(V, — and T(W, —) are right T(V, —)-functors. The canonical map

T(V®W,T{V,X))

T(V,T(V,X))(g)T(W,T(V,X)) —> T{V,X) <g> T{W,X) T(V<g> W,X)

provides T(V <g> W, — with the structure of a right T(V, —)-functor. The right
P-action on V <g> W may also be given by the formula

(a ¦ v<giw)(pi,. ,(j*n) (2.1)

for a ¦ v (g) w e lndsnxS V(p) <g> W{q) and /xi G V{i\), /ira G V{in)-

2.3. On P-line£tr coalgebreis
We call V-linear coalgebra a coassociative coalgebra in the symmetric monoidal
category of right V-modules (cf. A.2). Explicitly, a V-linear coalgebra is a right
P-module C equipped with a coproduct, which is a P-linear map A : C —> C<S>C.

By définition of the tensor product C <g> C, the coproduct of an element c G C(n)
has an expansion of the form

(c)

where a% G Sn, c1,^ G C(p), cLs G C(ç) andp + ç n. The right-hand side of this
formula is the classical Sweedler notation for a coproduct in the context of right
P-modules. More generally, given c G C, the expression 5Z(c) a% ' cfi) ® ' ' ' ® c}n)
denotes the n-fold coproduct of c. We may omit the summation index i.

In the sequel, any P-linear coalgebra is tacitely assumed to be cocommutative
and connected. With the notation above, the cocommutativity of the coproduct
may be written

<g)c(2)

(c)
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In this equation, |c/^|,resp. |c(2) Ij denotes the degree of cn\, resp. c™ (see 1.1.1).
In this context, the assumption "the coalgebra C is connected" means C(0) k
and A(l) 1 <g> 1.

A right P-module V is said to be connected when V(0) 0. In this case, the
cofree cocommutative coalgebra generated by V is the S-module

C{V) ®n>o(V®nf"

equipped with the deconcatenation coproduct (cf. A.3). This assertion is a
particular instance of proposition A.4.

In the appendix, we survey the theory of coalgebras and Hopf algebras in
the general context of a graded fc-linear symmetric monoidal category. In the
next paragraph, we introduce a notion which is spécifie to the coalgebras in the
monoidal category of right P-modules.

2.4. On P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairings
Let C be a P-linear coalgebra. Let R be a complete P-algebra. We endow the
S-module (C <g> R){n) := C(n) <g> R with the obvious right P-action. A V-linear
coalgebra/P-algebra patrtng between C and R is a P-linear map

$ : C(g)R —> V,

which makes the coproduct of C adjoint to the product of R. Explicitly, we have
the relation

*(c, (j,(n,.. rn))

for all (j, G V{n), c G C, and r\,... ,rn G R. Recall that the tensor 5Z(c) a% ' cm ®

• • • (g) els denotes the n-fold coproduct of c (cf. 2.3). Notice that since V(0) 0,

we have $(l,r) 0.

We denote by Bil-p(C,R) the A;-module of P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairings

between C and R.

2.5. A canonical pairing
Let V be a A;-module. We denote by Mod^,(\/, V) the right V-module, whose

degree n component is Mod^,(\/, V{n)), equipped with the obvious right P-action.
Let / G Modk(V,V(n)), v eV. We denote by (f,v) the image of v under /. The
action of \i\1... \in G V on / may be written
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Recall that C(Modfc(V, V)) denotes the cofree P-linear coalgebra generated by
the right V-module Mod^fV, V). We define a P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing

(-,-): C(Modk(V,V))(E)V(V) —> V

as follows. Let c be any homogeneous element of order n of C(Modfc(V, V)). Hence,

c=E(T'/l®1-'®/n. with /lr-./nÉ Modfc(V,7>). Let r /x(ui,... ,vm) e

V{V). We set

_ f Ea K(fl,vl),--- ,{fn,vn)), if n m,
[ 0, otherwise.

This pairing is well defined since J^ <r • f\ <g> ¦ ¦ ¦ <g> fn is invariant under the action
of S*«,. We let the reader check that it makes the coproduct of C(Modfc(V, V))
adjoint to the product of V(V).

2.6. Theorem. We denote by V—Alg the category of complete 'P-algebras and by

coAlg(Mod-p) the category of connected V-linear cocommutattve coalgebras. There
exists a pair of contravariant adjoint functors

(_)°: V-Alg ^ coAlg(Modr) :(-)*,

which both represent the bifunctor Bil-p(C, R). More precisely, we have canonical
isomorphisms

V-Alg{R,C*) ~ BilT{C,R) ~ coAlg(Modr)(C,R°).

This adjunction is similar to the classical adjunction between algebras and
coalgebras over a field (see [25]).

Proof.
1) The dual P-algebra of a P-linear coalgebra

Fix a P-linear coalgebra C. Let R be the P-linear dual of C. Explicitly, R is the
A;-module of V-linear maps from C to V. We equip R with the P-algebra structure
given by

• • • ,fn)(c) := $>-M/l(c(l)),... /ra(c(ra))), V/i, ...,/„: R -^ V, Vc G C.

(c)

Let /ra be the submodule of R formed by the maps which vanish in degree less
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than n Explicitly, a V-linear map / C —> V belongs to In, if we have

/(c) =0, Vc G C(i), with i < n

The fc-module In is clearly an ideal of R Moreover R/In is a nilpotent P-algebra,
and it is not hard to check that R hm R/In

Let S be a P-algebra There is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between
fc-lmear maps from S to R and P-lmear maps from C <g> S to V Moreover V-
algebra morphisms and P-lmear coalgebra/P-algebra pairings correspond to each
other under this correspondence Hence, we have the identity

V-Alg{S,R) ~ BilT{C,S)

and C* R
2) The dual P-lmear coalgebra of a P-algebra

Fix a P-algebra R We construct a cocommutative P-lmear coalgebra C together
with a P-lmear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing C <g> R —> V This is done by
induction of the degree Since a right P-action increases the degree, it is necessary
to define Sm-modules C{m) in a first step and to equip these C(m)'s with a right
P-action in a second step

Step 1 Let C(0) A;, and assume that there are defined S^-modules C{m),
for m < n, together with a coassociative and cocommutative coproduct

A C(m) —> (C<g)C)(m), for m < n,

and a pairing

(-, -} C{m) (g) R —> V(m), for m < n,

which makes the coproduct above and the product of the P-algebra adjoint to
each other These conditions make sense, because the degree m component of the
tensor product C <%> C involves only the components of lower degree of C

Whenever defined, D{m) denotes the Sm-module

D{m)
0<p<n

Hence, at this stage, D{m) is defined for all m <n, and we have

(C (g) C){m) C{m) (g) 1 © D{m) © 1 <g> C(m), for all m < n

We define C(n) as a sub-5n-module of Modfc(fl,P(n)) © D{n)
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Let us introduce the sequence of SVn,-modules C'(m), m < n, defined by

C'(m) — { C(m^ if m <n,
\ Modfc(ß,P(n))e_D(n), if m n.

We extend the coproduct of (C(m),m < n) to (C'(m),m < n). Let c G C'(n).
Hence, we have c / © (J2iat ' x% ® V%), where / G Modfc(i?,P(n)) and J2iat '

xl (g>yl e D{n). We have

(C' (g) C)(n) C'{n) (g) 1 © D(n) © 1 <g C(n)

and we define the coproduct of c as the sum

A(c) := c (g 1 + y er1 ¦ x% (g y% -\-1 (g c.

There is also an obvious pairing

(-,-) : C'(n)(g)R —> V{n).

If c is as above and r G R, then we set (c, r) := f(r). We define C{n) as the
largest sub-SVi-rnodule of C'(n), on which the coproduct of C'(n) is coassociative
and cocommutative, and on which the pairing (—, —} : C'(n)<S)R —? V(n) makes
the coproduct of C'(n) adjoint to the product of R. Hence, c belongs to C(n), if
and only if it satisfies the following identities:

(A <g 1 • A)(c) (1 <g A • A)(c);
r*A(c) A(c);

given a product /x(ri,... ,r{) G R, in P(n) we have the identity

where J2t ^ ' cfn <8> • • • <S> c^-, G (C'®l)(n) denotes an iterated coproduct of c. This

completes the construction of C{n).

Step 2: To recapitulate, our induction yields an S-module C together with
a coassociative and cocommutative coproduct A : C —> C <g> C and a pairing
(—, —} : C (g) R —> V. Moreover, for n > 0, we have an embedding

C(n) ^ Modk(R,V)(n)(&D(n).
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We now equip C with a right P-module structure. Assume that C(m), m < n,
supports a right P-action. More precisely, assume that there are products

C(m) <g V{i\) <g • • • <g Viim) —? C{i\ -\ \- im),

defined for all integers i\,... ,im and for all m < n. Furthermore, we assume that
the coproduct A : C(m) —> (C <g C)(m) and the pairing (—, —} : C(m) <g R —>
V{m) commutes with the right P-action on C{m). Observe that the formula (2.1)
for the right P-action on a tensor product equips (C <g C){m), m < n, with a
canonical right P-action. In fact, the formula (2.1) provides a right P-action on
each summand

lm\SsrxSm_JJ{i)®C{m-i) ^ (C<gC)(m),

where m < n and 0 < i < m or m n and 0 < i < n. In particular, D{n)
©0<t<n '^/xS ^W ® C(n ~ *) suPPorts a right P-action. Our assumptions

implies that the right P-action on Modfc(!?, V){n) © D(n) preserves C(n) (or more
exactly, carries an element of C{n) into C(i\ + • • • + in))-

This achieves the construction: we have a P-linear coalgebra C, together with
a canonical P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing

(-,-) :C(g)R —>V.

Proof of the adjunction formula: Let </> : X —> C be a morphism of P-linear
coalgebras. The associated P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing $ : X<S)R —? P
is defined by $(x,r) := (</>(x),r).

Conversely, let $ : X (g) R —> V be a P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing.
We construct the associated morphism of P-linear coalgebras </> : X —> C by
induction on the degree. Assume that there are S^-maps </> : X{m) —> C{m),
defined for all m < n. The pairing $ : X{n) <g> R —> V{n) induces a map
$ : X(n) —> Mod(R,V(n)). Let x G X(n). We have

A(x) := x (g 1 + > a' ¦ xm ® x%-> + 1 (g x,
I

where a% >x%,^ç§x%\ G Ind^71^ X(p)(g>X(n — p) for somep such that 0 < p < n.

It is easy to see that the element

-r / \ /X ^ 7 7 1 \(I) / ^ \ /T\ I \ /T • -T* (5?) -T* I
' V / ^ (1) (2)

belongs to C(n) <-^ Mod(i?,7:>(n)) 0 D(n). This achieves the definition of </> :
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X —> C'. One verifies easily that </> is a morphism of P-linear coalgebras.
It should be clear that our constructions yield inverse bijections between

Bil-p{X,R) and coAlg(Mod-p)(X, C). Hence, we have the identity

Bilr(X,R) ~ coAlg(Modr)(X,C)

and R° C. D

By adjunction, the dual of a free complete P-algebra is a cofree P-linear coal-
gebra. More precisely, we have the following result:

2.7. Lemma. Let V be a k-module. We have a canonical isomorphism

coAlg(Modr)(C,C(Modk(V,V))) ~ Bilv(C,P(V)),

and hence, V{V)° C(Modk(V,V)).

Proof. Recall that we have defined in 2.5 a canonical P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra
pairing

(_, _) : C(Modfe(V, V)) (g. f{V) -^ V.

To any P-linear coalgebra morphism </> : C —> C(Mod^,(\/, V)), we associate the

P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing $ : C <g> V{V) —> V defined by ${c,r)
(4>(c),r). Conversely, if $ : C <g> V(V) —> V is a V-linear coalgebra/P-algebra
pairing, then it provides by restriction a P-linear map it : C —> Mod^fV,V).
Hence, by the universal property of the cofree P-linear coalgebra, we obtain a
P-linear coalgebra morphism </> : C —> C(Mod^,(\/, V)). These two constructions
are obviously inverse to each other. D

2.8. Corollary. Let </> : V{V) —> V{W) he a V-algehra morphism. The adjoint
morphism </>° : C(Modfc(M/, V)) —> C{y[odk{V, V)), is characterized by

(4>°(c),v) (c,4>(v)), VceC(Modk(W,P)), VveV.

(We consider the pairings defined in 2.5.) D

To achieve this section, let us identify the dual P-linear coalgebra of a cogroup.
The next statement is an immediate consequence of the adjunction formula.
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2.9. Proposition. We have the identities

(colimfl,)0 limß°, and (colimC,)* lim Cf.
D

As an instance of the first identity, the dual P-linear coalgebra functor (—)°
converts a coproduct in the category of P-algebras into a product in the category
of P-linear coalgebras. Furthermore, (—)° converts a cogroup in the category of
P-algebras into a group in the category of P-linear coalgebras.

But, as in any symmetric monoidal category, the product in the category of
cocommutative P-linear coalgebras is given by the right P-module tensor product.
Furthermore, the notion of a group in the category of P-linear coalgebras is equivalent

to the notion of a cocommutative Hopf algebra in the monoidal category of
right P-modules (cf. A.5). Let us recall the definition of this notion:

2.10. On cocommutative P-linear Hopf algebras
We call (cocommutative) V-linear Hopf algebra a (cocommutative) Hopf algebra
in the monoidal category of right P-modules. Explicitly, a P-linear Hopf algebra
H is a P-linear coalgebra equipped with a unital and associative product m :

H (g) H —> H, which is a morphism of P-linear coalgebras.

Finally, we have obtained

2.11. Proposition. (1) Let R, S be complete V-algebras. We have the identity of
V-lmear coalgebras

(2) If R is a cogroup object in the category of complete V-algebras, then R° is
a "P-linear Hopf algebra. D

§3. Proof of theorem 0.1

Throughout this section, we work over a field of characteristic 0. Let QR be the
fc-module of indecomposable elements of the P-algebra R, defined as the quotient
of R by the image of ®n>2P{n) <S)sn R^11 under the product. Choose a section of
the canonical projection R —> QR. Let us denote by V the image of this section.
Since R is complete, by a step by step approximation process, one can show that
the fc-module V generates the P-algebra R. Hence, we have R V{V)/1 for some
ideal /. We prove that / is zero, and theorem 0.1 follows.
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Since —)° converts colimits into limits, we obtain the equalizer

R° JL+ C(Modfe(V, V))i C(Modfe(/, V)). (3.1)
o

3.1. Lemma. If i is an isomorphism, then 1 0.

Proof. If i is an isomorphism, then tt 0. Let r G /. Since tt is dual to the
P-algebra morphism induced by the inclusion / ^-s- V{V), by corollary 2.8, we
have

(c,r) (7r(c),r) 0, Vc G C(Modk(V,V)).

Let xt,i G I be a basis of V. We can expand r as a sum of homogeneous
monomials Ma of multidegree a. More precisely, a is a function from the index set

to the integers, which is zero except on a finite number of indices, say 1,... n G I.
Let us denote by o.t the image of i under a and N o.\ + • • • + o.n. We have

Mau...>an Va(xfa\... .xf"»), for some M« G V{N). Let Xt G Modfe(V,7>(l))
be the dual basis of the x' s (recall that P(l) k). Let us consider the element

c

where a* denotes the action of a G Sjy on V®N (cf. 1.1.4). This element is

obviously Spj invariant and hence, belongs to C(Mod^,(\/, V)). By définition, we
have

(c,r) {c,Ma) Ha-

Hence, (c,r) 0 implies \ia 0,Va. D

In fact, this lemma is the only point where the characteristic assumption is

required.

We now need a more tractable description of the equalizer (3.1), as provided
by the next lemma.

3.2. Lemma. Let tt : C —> D be a morphism ofP-linear coalgehras. Consider
the S-submodule K of C defined inductively by

K{n)
le G C(n), such that tt(c) 0 and Ac-c(g)l-l(g)cG0 lnd^nxfi, K(i) <g> K(j)\.
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Then K is a suh-V'-linear coalgehra of C. Moreover, the following diagram is an
equalizer

Proof. Let </> : X —> C be a P-linear coalgebra morphism such that Trcj> 0. By
an immediate induction process one shows that the image of </> lies in K. This
proves the lemma. D

3.3. Lemma. The linear component of C(Modk(V, V)) is contained, in R°.
Explicitly, we have Modfc(V, V) ^ R°.

Proof. Let / G Mod^fV,V). Since A/ /<8>l + l<8>/, we only need to prove
that tt(/) 0. Since V consists in indecomposable elements, / is contained in
Ilri>2 ^(n) ®Sn V®n. Thus, the lemma is an immediate consequence of corollary
2.8." D

3.4. Proof of theorem 0.1. If R is a cogroup object, then R° is a V-linear Hopf
algebra. Let X be the primitive part of R°. By the general theory of Hopf algebras
in a monoidal category, the embedding X ^ R° extends to an isomorphism of
coalgebras from the cofree coalgebra C{X) to R° (cf. theorem A.9).

By the previous lemma, Mod^fV, V)^R°. Moreover, any element of Mod^fV, V)
is clearly primitive. Hence, we have Mod^fV, V) ^^ X, and this map induces an
embedding of P-linear coalgebras C(Modk(V,V)) ^ C{X) R°.

Furthermore, the composite

C(Modk(V,V)) ^ R°^C(Modk(V,V)) —> Modfc(V,P)

is the canonical projection of C(Modk(V,V)) onto Modfc(V",P). It follows that
i : R° —> C(Modk(V, V)) has a section. Hence, i is necessarily an isomorphism,
and by lemma 3.1, this completes the proof of the theorem. D

§4. Groups in coalgebras over an operad are cofree coalgebras

In this section, we give a sketch of the proof of theorem 0.3. As mentioned in the
introduction, we deduce theorem 0.3 from a variant of theorem 0.1. For simplicity,
we work with ungraded objects. As explained earlier, it is easy to find the graded
analogues of our statements.
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Throughout this section, we work over a fixed unital operad V, with all k-
modules V(n) finite dimensional

4.1. Coalgebras over an operad (cf [23])
A V-coalgehra C is a fc-module together with S^-equivanant morphisms pn V{n)<%>

C —> C®™, which are associative with respect to the operad product More
precisely, these morphisms make the following diagram commute

V{n) (g) V{i\) <8> <8> V(in) <S> C —? V{i\+ + in) <S> C

1® <g)l<g)Pn I pn+ +tn I

Let /x G V(n), c £ C We denote by /i*(c) the image of /z <g> c under the
P-coalgebra coproduct pn

4.2. Connected P-coalgebras
A P-coalgebra C is called connected, if its coproduct verifies the property

Vc G C, 3W such that V/x G P(n), n > AT ==> /x*(c) 0

4.3. Remark Recall that a graded object V is called connected, when V^ 0

for d < 0 Let C be a graded P-coalgebra If C is connected (as a graded
object), then any element of degree d is necessarily cancelled by the coproduct
V{n) (g) C —> (j<%rn,^ ag soon as n > ^ Hence, C is connected in the sense defined
above

4.4. Cooperads and connected P-coalgebras
Let V* denote the fc-lmear dual of V, equipped with the adjoint S-module structure

As each fc-module V{n) is finite dimensional, V* is equipped with coproducts
V*{i\+ +tn) —> V*(n)®V*(ii)® ®V*{in), which make it into a cooperad
(the dual notion of an operad) As for operads, these coproducts make the functor

C(V, V)
n=0

into a comonad on fc-modules (cf [14]) In fact, a connected P-coalgebra is

equivalent to a coalgebra over this comonad In particular, if V denotes a k-
module, then C(V, V) is the cofree V-coalgehra cogenerated by V
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4.5. Groups in coalgebras over an operad
The category of P-coalgebras is equipped with a product, denoted by C\ x C2,
whose underlying fc-module is given by the equalizer

So

Let p\. : Cfc —> C(V, C^.) be induced by the coproduct of the P-coalgebra C^,
k 1,2. As for the coproduct of algebras over an operad, the map Sq is defined
by Sq C(V,pi © P2), and Ji is the composite of the comonad coproduct with
the canonical projection:

C(P,Ci©C2) -^ C(P,C(P,Ci©C2)) -^ C(7>,C(7>,Ci)eC(7>,C2)).

A group in the category of connected P-coalgebras is a P-coalgebra C equipped
with a "product" 7 : C x C —> C and an "antipode" 1 : C —> C satisfying the
classical identities.

We introduce the notion of a pseudocompact V-algebra. Then, we show that
the category of P-coalgebras is dual to the category of pseudocompact P-algebras.

4.6. Definition. Let V be a fc-module. A topology on V is given by a poset of
submodules (Vt,i G I). We assume that each A;-module Vt has a finite codimension.
Moreover, the indexing poset I is supposed to be filtering. Explicitly, I satisfies
the assumption

Vi, j G I, 3k G I such that i,j < k.

The topological module V is called separated if C\tVt 0, and pseudocompact if in
addition V" Y\mV/Vt.

Of course, any separated topological fc-module (V; Vt,i G I) can be completed
into a pseudocompact fc-module (V; Vt,i G I). In fact, we set

y :=iimvyv;,
K :=limVj/V7.

By the Mittag-Leffler theorem (see [7]), we have V/Vz V/Vt. Hence Vt has a

finite codimension and (V;Vt,i G I) is complete.
Let (Vj,i G I), (W3,j G ^7) be topological fc-modules. A linear map u : V —>

W is continuous, if it satisfies the following property

Vj G J, 3iel such that u(Vt) C W^.
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Let V be a topological Avmodule. We denote by V' the topologtcal dual of V.
That is, the Avmodule of linear forms which vanish over a certain Vt (also known
to be the continuous linear forms). Let E be a A;-module. We equip the Avlinear
dual module E* with the topology given by the poset of the A;-modules V-*-, where
V ranges over the set of finite dimensional submodules of E.

The following proposition is well known:

4.7. Proposition. The functors —)* and — )' are inverse to each other and
induce an equivalence of categories between the category of k-modules and the

category of pseudocompact k-modules together with continuous linear maps.
Moreover, if V is a separated topological k-module, then Vr* is isomorphic to

the completion of V. D

4.8. Theorem. Let p : V —> W be a surjective continuous linear map. Assume
that V is pseudocompact and that W is separated. Let i : U —> V be the kernel
of p. We equip the k-module U with the induced topology. We claim that:

(1) the k-modules U and W are pseudocompact,
(2) the map p has a continuous section.

Proof Let (Vt,i G I) (resp. (W3,j G J)) define the topology of V (resp. W).
Let us prove that U is pseudocompact. In fact, we show that U is closed in V.

This statement is equivalent to the identity C\t{Vt + U) U. Let u G C\t{Vt + U).
Given j G J, there exists i such that p(Vt) C Wj, because p is continuous. As
a consequence, p(Vt + U) C Wj and p(u) G Wr Hence, p(u) belongs to the
intersection DjWj, which is zero since W is assumed to be separated.

The map i' is surjective, since the functor — )' is an equivalence of categories.
Let k : K —> V' be the kernel of i'. Pick a splitting in the exact sequence
0 —> K —> V —> U' —> 0. Since V* V and U'* U, we obtain a split
exact sequence

The map </> ps is a continuous bijection from K* into W. Let us prove that
4> is open, and hence, is an isomorphism between W and K*. (This assertion
immediately implies that W is pseudocompact and has a section in V.)

Fix j G J. We show that there exists a finite dimensional subspace of K,
denoted by Ej, such that Ej~ (p~^Wj. Since </> is continuous, there exists

F ^ K finite dimensional and such that F-^ C ^T^Wj. Let

E :={x€ K, such that (k,x) =0, VA; G (j>~1W3}.

We have F1- Ç 4>~lW3 C E±. Hence, E Ç F-1-1- F and E is finite dimensional.
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Clearly, E is the orthogonal complement of ^^Wj/F1- in F. Hence, we have

^Wj/F^ E±/F±, and it follows 4rxW3 EL.
Since W is separated, we have CijWj 0 and hence ^2 Ej K. Let E be a

finite dimensional subspace of K. Necessarily, E C E3l + • • - + E3n for some indices

j\,... ,jn. As J is filtering, there exists j G J larger than j\,... ,jn. Then, we
have

This proves that </> is open. D

4.9. The completed tensor product
Let (V;Vt,i G I), (W;Wj,j G J) be topological A;-modules. The product set

I x J is equipped with the order defined by (i, j) < (k, I) if i < k and j < /. We

equip the tensor product V <g> W with the topology given by

(V ® W)t>3 =Vt®W + V®W3, (ij) elxj.
The completion ofV®W with respect to this topology is known as the completed
tensor product and is denoted by VigiVF.

Notice that the completed tensor product behaves well with respect to the
duality functors, as shown by the next lemma.

4.10. Lemma. LetV, W be topologtcal k-modules. We have V1 ®W' ~ [V<S>W)'.
Let E, F he k-modules. We have E*®F* ~ (E <g> F)*.

Proof. Elementary linear algebra. D

4.11. Pseudocompact P-algebras
A pseudocompact P-algebra is a pseudocompact fc-module R together with a
compatible P-algebra structure. More precisely, the P-algebra products

V{n) <g) R®n —> R

are assumed to be continuous with respect to the topology on the tensor product
introduced above. We make the following additional assumption. Recall that
R(n) is the N-th power of the augmentation ideal of R (see definition 1.1.8). Let
Rt, i G I denote the topology of R. Fix i G I. We assume that R(N> is contained
in Rt for N large.
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4.12. Example. Let V be a pseudocompact fc-module. Equip the P-algebra
T(V, V) with the topology given by the poset of ideals

Completing T(V, V) with respect to this poset of ideals we obtain a pseudocompact
P-algebra, which we denote by VC{V). We claim that VC{V) is the free pseudocom-
pact P-algebra generated by V. Let </> : V —> R be a continuous morphism. In
fact, it suffices to show that the induced P-algebra morphism </> : T(V, V) —> R is

continuous. Assume that the topology on R is given by (Rj,j G J). Fix j G J. By
hypothesis, there exists N such that ß(iv+1) C Rr Hence, era>ivP(n) ®Sn v<g>n

is mapped into Rr By continuity, we can pick j' G J such that the P-algebra
product maps V(n) (g) R (g) • • • <g> Rj/ (g) • • • <g> R into R3. Now pick i such that
4>{Vt) C iîj/. The ideal I(^tN) ls mapped into R3. Thus, we are done.

Notice that we have

n=0

In the same way, it is straightforward to check that the coproduct of two
pseudocompact P-algebras is given by the usual coequalizer

Vc(Vc(R)®Vc(S))=tVc(R®S) -^ RVS.

We have also a notion of a cogroup in the pseudocompact P-algebras.

4.13. On P-coalgebra/P-algebra pairings
A pairing between a connected P-coalgebra C and a pseudocompact P-algebra R
is a fc-linear map

(-,-) : C(g)R —> k,

which makes the coproduct of C adjoint to the product of R. Explicitly, we have
the relation

--,/n),c> (/i(8.---(8./n,M*(c)>, VMGP(n), V/i, ...,/„ G R, Vc G C.

The pairing (—, —} is continuous if it satisfies the property

Vc G C, 3i such that Vr G Rz, (c, r) 0.
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We denote by Bil^nt (C', R) the A;-module of continuous P-coalgebra/P-algebra
pairings between C and R.

4.14. Theorem. Let Vc—Alg denote the category of pseudocompact V-algebras.
Let V—coAlg denote the category of connected V-coalgebras. There exists a pair of
contravanant adjoint functors

(-)': Vc-Alg ^ V-coAlg :(-)*,

which both represent the bifunctor Bil™ (C,R). More precisely, we have canonical
isomorphisms

Vc-Alg(R,C*) ~ Bilckont(C,R) ~ V-coAlg(C,R').

Moreover, these functors — )' and (—)* are inverse to each other.

Proof. We give only the construction of the duality functors. The rest of the proof
reduces to straightforward vérifications. Let C be a connected P-coalgebra. The
fc-linear dual module C* is equipped with a pseudocompact P-algebra structure.
The product V{n) <g> C*®ra —> C* is defined by

<M(/l,---,/n),c>:=(/i(8.---(8./n,M*(c)>, M € 7>(n), /l, • • • ,/n € C*, ceC.

Let V be a finite dimensional submodule of C. The image of V under the coproduct
V(n) (g) C —> (j®n jg necessarily finite dimensional, hence is contained in V\ <g>

• • • <8> Vn for some finite dimensional submodules V\,... ,Vn. The product defined
above maps Y^ V{n) <g> C* <g> • • • <g> V^~ <S> ¦ ¦ ¦ <8> C* into V^, and hence is continuous.

Moreover, as V is finite dimensional, V is cancelled by C*®N for ./V large (recall
that C is assumed to be connected). This completes the définition of the functor

(-)* : V-coAlg —> Vc-Alg.
As a consequence of lemma 4.10, if R is a pseudocompact P-algebra, then

its topological fc-linear dual is equipped with a P-coalgebra structure. The V-
coalgebra coproduct is defined by

D

As a consequence of theorem 4.14, a P-coalgebra is a group object if and only
if its dual P-algebra is a cogroup object. Moreover, a P-coalgebra is cofree if and

only if its dual P-algebra is free. Thus, as claimed in the introduction, theorem 0.3
is a consequence of the following statement which is the pseudocompact variant of
theorem 0.1.
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4.15. Theorem. Assume the ground field k to be of characteristic zero. Let P
he a unital operad. Assume that each k-module P(n) is finite dimensional. If R
is a pseudocompact V-algebra equipped with a cogroup structure, then R is a free
pseudocompact V-algebra.

We show only how we adapt the methods involved in section 2 and section 3 in
order to work with pseudocompact P-algebras. The plan of the proof remains the
same. In general, we have just to make some additional continuity assumptions.

For instance, let V be a pseudocompact A;-module. We denote by Mod|ont V, V)
the fc-module of continuous linear maps from V to V, (the maps which vanish
over a certain Vt). When we deal with pseudocompact P-algebras, we replace
M.odk{V,V) by Modckont (V,V) in the définitions of section 2 and section 3.

In the same way, we have to consider continuous P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra
pairings between a P-linear coalgebra C and a pseudocompact P-algebra R. Such

a pairing is a P-linear map (—, —} : C<S)R —*¦ V which makes the coproduct of C
adjoint to the product of R and which satisfies the following continuity property

Vc € C, 3ie I, such that r G Rt ==> (c,r) 0.

We denote by BW!pnt(C',R) the A;-module of continuous P-linear coalgebra/P-
algebra pairings between C and R. As in 2.5, there is a canonical continuous
P-linear coalgebra/P-algebra pairing

(-,-> : C(Modcfcont0/P)) ®VC{V) -^ V.

In the same way, it is easy to adapt the construction of the dual P-linear
coalgebra in the proof of theorem 2.6 to the case of a pseudocompact P-algebra: once
we have S^-modules C(m), for m < n, we define C{n) as a particular sub-SVi-

module of the sum Mod^ont(ß,P)eJD(n) where D(n) 0o<p<ra Ind^nxSn_ C(p)
<S)C(n — p).

Let C be a P-linear coalgebra. The dual P-algebra of C is equipped the
structure of a pseudocompact P-algebra. Recall that C* is Mod-p(C,V), the k-
module of P-linear maps from C to V. Let V be a finitely generated sub-right-P-
module of C. Consider the fc-module

VL := {/ G Modr(C,V) such that f\v 0}.

Hence, we have an exact sequence

0 —> V1- —> Modr(C,V) —> ModP(V,P) —> 0.

Since V is finitely generated, the A;-module Mod-p(V, V) is finite dimensional and
V-^ has a finite codimension. Furthermore, V-^ contains C*(N>, when N is large.
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Finally, the poset given by the V-^'s, where V ranges over the finitely generated
sub-right-P-modules of C, makes C* into a pseudocompact P-algebra.

Taking these changes into account, theorem 2.6 becomes

4.16. Theorem. The functors defined, above

(-)° : Vc-Alg ^ coAlg(Modr) : (-)*,

are adjoint to each other and both represent the bijunctor Biltp (C,R). More
precisely, we have canonical isomorphisms

Vc-Alg(R,C*) ~ Bil^nt(C,R) ~ coAlg(Modr)(C,R°).
D

We have also

4.17. Lemma. Let V be a pseudocompact k-module. We have a canonical isomorphism

coAlg(Modr)(C,C(Modckont(V,V))) ~ BH^nt(C,Vc(V)),

and hence, VC{V)° C(Modckont(V,V)). D

The definition of the fc-module of indécomposables is much more delicate than
in the discrete case. As for T{V,V), the fc-module

T^2(P, V) 0 V{n) (g)Sn Vcm,

is equipped with a canonical topology. Actually, after completion, we obtain
Vît (V), the kernel of the canonical projection VC(V) —> V.

Let R be a pseudocompact P-algebra. The P-algebra product induces a canonical

continuous morphism T-2(P,iî) —> R. The closure of the image of this
morphism is denoted by Dec!? and is known as the A;-module of (topologically)
decomposable elements. The fc-module of indecomposable elements is defined by
QR:=R/T)ecR.

By theorem 4.8, QR is pseudocompact and the exact sequence

0 —> DecR —> R —> QR —> 0

is split. Let V be a continuous section of QR in R. Theorem 4.8 ensures that V
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is pseudocompact.

4.18. Lemma. The continuous map induced by the V-algebra product VC(V) —>
R is surjectwe.

Proof. By theorem 4.8, the image of this map is closed in R. Thus, it is sufficient
to show that the image of T(V,V) is dense. Fix i G I. Let r G R. Since V is a
section of QR, there exists v G V such that r — v G Dec!?. Hence, modulo Rt,
the element r — v is a sum of elements of the form /x(ri,... rn) such that n > 2.

By induction, we obtain an element s G T(V,V) such that r — s belongs to R(N>

modulo Rt. Since R(N> Ç Rt for N large, we are done. D

As a consequence, we obtain an exact sequence

0 —> I —> Vc{V) —> R —> 0.

Moreover, the ideal / is contained in TV (V)- In fact, the commutative diagram

/ —y Vc{V) -^ R

I I
V QVc{V) -^ QR

shows that the projection of / onto V is null.
The rest of the proof does not present more difficulties: as in section 3, we have

R° C(ModTnt(V,V)) and we deduce that / is zero.

§5. Applications

In this section we give some examples of cogroups in graded algebras over an
operad.

Let V As be the operad of associative algebras (without unit). In this case,
the coproduct is given by

RV S R (& S (& (R & S) (& (S & R) (& (R & S & R) (& (S & R & S) (& ¦ ¦ ¦

The free associative algebra is given by the augmentation ideal of the tensor algebra.

Cogroups in graded associative algebras are considered by I. Berstein in [1].
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I. Berstein proved theorem 0.2 in this context.
The Bott-Samelson theorem, which states that

where X denotes a connected topological space, occurs as a topological illustration
of Berstein theorem.

For the operad V Lie of Lie algebras, the coproduct takes a more complicated
form. Nevertheless, as any Lie algebra is the primitive part of its enveloping algebra,

the coproduct of two Lie algebras can be written by means of the associative
coproduct. More precisely, we have L\ V Li Prim U{L\) V U{L<2), the coproduct
of U{L\) V U{L<2) being induced by the coproduct of U{L\) and the coproduct of
U(Li). In characteristic zero, the free Lie algebra is given by the primitive part
of the tensor algebra (cf. [21]). In this case, theorem 0.1 and theorem 0.2 take the
following form:

5.1. Theorem. Assume the ground field k to be of characteristic zero. If L is a

complete Lie algebra (resp. connected graded Lie algebra) equipped with a cogroup
structure, then L is the completion of a free Lie algebra (resp. a free graded Lie
algebra).

This result does not seem to occur explicitly in the literature. Notice that this
instance of theorem 0.1 could be easily deduced from the associative case.

The case of dual Leibniz algebras was handled by J.M. Oudom [19]. Following
Oudom, we explain how theorem 0.3 applies to the computation of the homology
of the Lie algebra of matrices.

It is well known that there is an isomorphism relating cyclic homology to the
Lie homology of matrices. More precisely we have

(cf. [13], [26], [11]). The proof of this theorem is divided in two steps. One
calculates the primitive part of H*(gl(A)), and then applies the Milnor-Moore
theorem. Recently, J.-L. Loday has constructed a non-commutative homology,
denoted by iïX*, such that

(cf. [3], [11]). The calculation of the primitive part of HL*(gl(A)) was performed
by Cuvier. But, since HL*(gl(A)) failed to be a bialgebra, there was a lack
of general methods for completing the proof, which was achieved in a different
manner by J.-L. Loday.
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In [19], J.-M. Oudom proposes a different approach in order to palliate the
lack of a Milnor-Moore theorem for HL*(gl(A)). It turns out that HL*(gl(A)) is

equipped with a particular coalgebra structure. Namely, HL*(gl(A)) is equipped
with the structure of a graded, dual Leibniz coalgebra. In fact, J.-M. Oudom proved
theorem 0.2 in the particular case of the operad of dual Leibniz algebras. The
homology coalgebra HL*(gl(A)) is a group in the category of graded dual Leibniz
coalgebras. The product of HL*(gl(A))

HL*{gl{A)) x HL*{gl{A)) -^ HL*{gl{A))

is induced by the direct sum of matrices gl{A) (Bgl(A) —> gl{A). Since the underlying

vector space of the free dual Leibniz algebra is given by the tensor algebra,
Cuvier's calculation of PviniHL„,(gl(A)) and theorem 0.3 implies the Cuvier-Loday
theorem.

Appendix. Hopf algebras in a symmetric monoidal category

A.I. Graded A;-linear symmetric monoidal categories
Recall that a symmetric monoidal category is a category M. equipped with a unital,
associative and commutative tensor product

<g> : M x M —> M.

In the sequel, 1 denotes the unit of this tensor product. The category Ai is

k-linear, if Ai is an additive category and if the hom sets are fc-vector spaces.
In this appendix, a fc-linear category is also assumed to be abelian. A fc-linear
monoidal category is a fc-linear category equipped with a bilinear tensor product.
The category A4 is graded, if each object has a canonical decomposition

n>0

The tensor product is graded (in which case we call Ai a graded monoidal
category) if the decomposition of X <g> Y is given by

{X®Y)n= 0 Xt®Y3.
i+j=n

Moreover, we assume that the unit for the tensor product is concentrated in
degree 0.

As mentionned in 1.1.3 and 2.2, the category of S-modules and the category of
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right P-modules are endowed with the structure of a graded fc-linear symmetric
monoidal category.

In this appendix, we show that the theory of Hopf algebras in the category of
graded Q-modules can be extended to any graded Q-linear symmetric monoidal
category.

A.2. Coalgebras in a monoidal category
A cocommutative (and coassociative) coalgehra in A4 is an object C G A4 equipped
with a coproduct A : C —> C <g> C and an augmentation e : C —> 1. These

morphisms are assumed to verify the classical relations. Namely, the coproduct A
is coassociative and cocommutative and the augmentation e is a counit for A. The
coalgebra C is called connected if Cq 1. In this case, the degree 0 component of
the coproduct

A
Co —> (C (g) C)o Co <g> Co

is given by the canonical isomorphism 1 1 <g> 1.

A.3. Construction of the cofree cocommutative coalgebra
An object V G A4 is connected, if Vq 0. In this case, we give an explicit
construction of the cofree cocommutative coalgebra generated by V. More explicitly,
we define a coalgebra C(V) together with a canonical morphism tt : C(V) —> V
and we show that C(V) vérifies the following universal property. Given any
cocommutative coalgebra C equipped with a morphism it' : C —> V, there exists
a unique morphism of coalgebras </> : C —> C(V) such that tt</> it'.

Since A4 is symmetric monoidal, the tensor power V®n is equipped with a
canonical action of the symmetric group Sn. Let C(V) := ®n>o(V^n)Sn. We

equip C(V) with the deconcatenation coproduct, whose components are given by
the canonical embeddings

Let 7T : C(V) —> V be the projection onto the linear component of C(V).

A.4. Proposition. Let V be a connected, object in Ai. The coalgebra defined, above

C(V) G A4 is the cofree cocommutative coalgebra generated by V.

Proof. Fix a cocommutative coalgebra C together with a morphism it' : C —> V.
1) Since C is cocommutative, the iterated coproduct of C induces a morphism

: C —> (C^r)^. Let 4>r : C —> (y®r}Sr be the composite
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Since Vq 0, the map <f>r vanishes over the components Ct of degree i < r.
Therefore, we have a morphism </> : C —> C(V) defined by </> Yl <f>r. It is easy
to see that </> is a morphism of coalgebras.

2) The composite

C(V) —> (C{V)®r)Sr —> (V®r)Sr

is clearly equal to the projection C(V) —> (y®r)sr. Therefore, if %p : C —>
C(V) is a morphism of coalgebras, then the composite of ip with the projection
C{V) —> (V®r)Sr is equal to the composite 7r®r • <jPr ¦ A<r>. Hence, if mP tt',
then we have necessarily ip </>. D

A.5. Hopf algebras in a graded monoidal category
Recall that an associative algebra in A4 is an object A £ A4 equipped with an
associative product m : A <g> A —> A and a unit 77 : 1 —> A.

A (cocommutative) Hopf algebra in Ai is an object H £ Ai equipped with
a (cocommutative) coalgebra structure and with a compatible algebra structure.
More precisely, the algebra product m : H<S>H —> H and the unit r\ : 1 —> H are
supposed to be morphisms of coalgebras. (As for classical coalgebras, the tensor
product in A4 of coalgebras is equipped with a canonical coalgebra structure.)
Moreover, we assume that H is connected. This condition ensures the existence
of an antipode s : H —> H.

As for classical coalgebras, the product in the category of cocommutative
coalgebras in A4 is given by the tensor product of A4. As a consequence, a cocommutative

Hopf algebra in A4 is equivalent to a group in the category of coalgebras in

A.6. The enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra in a graded monoidal
category

A Lie algebra in A4 is an object L G A4 equipped with a product 7 : L <g> L —> L
(the Lie bracket) which is antisymmetric and vérifies the Jacobi identity

7- 1(8)7- (l + c* + c^) 0,

where c* denotes the action of the cycle c (1 2 3) on
If A is an associative algebra in A4, then by antisymmetrization of the algebra

product m : A <g> A —> A, we equip A with a canonical structure of a Lie algebra
in A4. Explicitly, if t* denotes the action of the transposition r (1 2) on A®2,
then the Lie bracket of A is given by the formula 7 m — tot* As in the classical
theory, this Lie-iflcation functor admits a left adjoint known as the enveloping
algebra functor. We denote by U(L) the enveloping algebra of L. It is easy to
generalize the construction of the enveloping algebra of a classical Lie algebra to
our context. The tensor algebra in A4 is the object T(L) ©raL®ra equipped with
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the concatenation product. The algebra U{L) is the quotient of T{L) by the ideal
generated by the relations

to — tot* 7,

where to : L <g> L —> T(L) is induced by the concatenation product and 7 :

L (g) L —> T(L) is induced by the Lie bracket of L.
The tensor algebra T{L) is equipped with a Hopf algebra structure. The component

L®ra —> L®P <g> L®« of the coproduct of T(L) is the sum of all (p, ^-shuffles.
The shuffle coproduct induces a coproduct on U{L) and hence makes U{L) into a

Hopf algebra in M..
Let V £ M. The shuffle coproduct equips S(V) (Bn{V®n)sn with a coalgebra

structure. Let i : L —> U(L) denotes the canonical morphism. By symmetriza-
tion, the sum of the composites

Product

induces

S(L) -^ U{L).

The classical Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt and Milnor-Moore theorems can be
extended without changes to any graded Q-linear monoidal category:

A.7. Theorem (Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt). Assume that Ai is a graded, Q-hnear
monoidal category. Let L be a Lie algebra m Ai. The map S(L) —> U(L)
introduced above is an isomorphism of coalgebras.

Let H be any Hopf algebra in M.. The primitive part of H is defined as the
equalizer

A
Primff >»- >H^H

Let 7 denote the antisymmetrization of the product of H. As in the classical
theory, one verifies easily that H is stable under 7. Therefore, Primi? is endowed
with a Lie algebra structure.

A.8. Theorem (Milnor-Moore). Assume that A4 is a graded Q-hnear monoidal
category.

(1) Let H be a connected cocommutatwe Hopf algebra in the monoidal category
M. The embedding Primi? —> H induces a morphism of associative algebras
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in A4.

e: [/(Primiï) —> H,

which is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
(2) Let L be a Lie algebra in the monoidal category A4. The canonical mor-

phism L —> U(L) induces a morphism of Lie algebras in A4

i:L —> Prim U(L),

which is an isomorphism. D

We refer to the article [20]. The demonstration of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt
theorem and of the Milnor-Moore theorem given in this article works in any graded
Q-linear monoidal category. If A4 is abelian semi-simple, then it is also possible to
translate the classical demonstration of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and of
the Milnor-Moore theorem (see for instance [21, Appendix B]). Hence, the classical
demonstration works in the context of S-modules. It is also immediate to deduce
theorems A.7 and A.8 for P-linear Hopf algebras from the case of S-modules. We
refer to [24] for a proof of theorems A.7 and A.8 for S-modules valid over a field
of positive characteristic.

There is a transfer morphism {V®n)sn —? (V®n)Sn induced by the action of
the trace ^2S a G k[Sn] on the tensor power V®11. Clearly, the transfer induces a

morphism of coalgebras from S(V) to C(V). IÎ A4 is Q-linear, then the transfer is

an isomorphism, and hence, S(V) is a realization of the cofree coalgebra functor.
Therefore, from theorem A.8 and A.7, we deduce:

A.9. Theorem. Assume that Ai is a graded Q-linear monoidal category. If H
is a connected cocommutatwe Hopf algebra in the monoidal category A4, then H
is necessarily a cofree coalgebra. More precisely, the embeddingJ-'rim H <^-> H
extends canonically to an isomorphism of coalgebras C(Primiï) >H.
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